TRIAL

PAIR TRIAL JUDGING FORM
JUVENILE
Candidate’s Name

Member #

2nd Candidate’s Name

Member #

Host Club

Date

The juvenile pair test must consist of a program with a variety of moves and connecting steps skated to the music. The pair must
utilize the ice surface with some degree of unison in good form while demonstrating the fundamentals of pair skating. As specified in
rule 7451, the following elements are required:

LIFT

EXECUTED

One lift from Group 1 or 2
with or without full extension of the man’s
arms, minimum 1 revolution by the man
(no maximum)*

THROW

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

One throw jump
chosen from any throw single jump, throw
double Salchow or throw double loop

COMMENTS

ChSq

PiF

SPINS

JUMPS

One solo jump, single or double
One jump combination
consisting of 2 jumps max., single or
double or jump sequence consisting of
any listed jump immediately followed by an
Axel-type jump, single or double
One solo spin or solo spin combination
min. 5 revs., by both partners, opt. chg. of
position (min. 2 revs. in each position) &
chg. of ft., may begin with a flying entry
One pair spin
min. of 3 revs. by both partners, opt.
change of position (min. 2 revs. in each
position) and no change of foot
One pivot figure
minimum 1/2 revolution by the man in pivot
position

MARK (-3 to +3)
JIC overwrite TJ results in ink

TJ

One choreographic sequence

Duration: 2:30 +/- 10 seconds

- For up to every +/- 10 sec in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A)
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B)
\*Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts that
include a carry feature, carry lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted;
however, if a pair executes a Group 1 lift, the release of the lady’s hands is not a violation of
this rule.
-- Extra elements may be added without penalty; two different elements may be reskated, if
necessary.
Circle
Test Result

Retry
-9 to -1

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9
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